
5 Stages of Awareness Cheat Sheet 

 

Unaware

•What this person knows: “I’ve got opinions, beliefs, and ideas, but know nothing else.”

•Your copy needs to speak to their state of mind to open the conversation. 
These leads don't even feel like they have a problem. Your job is to understand their perspective as deeply as you can.

•Your headlines should lead with YOUR IDENTITY: “They came for seconds… and then thirds.”

Problem 
Aware

•What this person knows: “I know I’ve got a problem, but I’m not sure how to solve it.”

•Your copy needs to empathize with and solve pain points. 
Agitate and describe their pain, show you understand their struggles, and lay out the "what" of your product or solution.

•Your headlines should lead with PAIN AND AGITATION: “Tired of tasteless fruit letting your pie recipe down?”

Solution 
Aware

•What this person knows: “I know the results I want, but not how your product will deliver.”

•Your copy needs to explain how your solution will deliver the results they want.
Show them how your solution works, prove it with social proof/examples, and give their desire a goal.

•Headlines lead with OUTCOME: “When pastry chefs bake pies, this is what they choose”

Product 
Aware

•What this person knows: “ I know about your product, but I’m not sure it’s right for me.”

•Your copy needs to convince leads that your product is the best choice. 
Focus on differentiating and proving your solutions work for people just like them, in just the way they want them to.

•Headlines lead with DIFFERENTIATOR: “Introducing the juiciest, crunchiest apple for your pies”

Most 
Aware

•What this person knows: “I know your product will solve my problem. I just don’t know the deal.”

•Your copy can get straight to the point. 
Say just enough to tell leads what "the deal" is, then get out of the way.

•Headlines lead with PRICE/INCENTIVE: “Gala Apples: Now Just $0.05/lb.”



5 Stages of Awareness Cheat Sheet 

Your lead’s state of awareness impacts… 

 
1. Content length: How much do they need to learn? 

2. Ideal headline: What will interest THIS person? 

3. Flow of conversation: What should we lead with? 

4. Call to action: What are they ready to do NOW? 

*Generally, the less aware your lead is when they land on a page, the more copy you will need to bring them up to speed. If you want 

a conversion rate that doesn’t suck, you need to sell to more aware leads, which means helping educate less aware leads! 

TL;DR: persuading different awareness levels requires a different conversation. 

Different conversations might look like… 

Most Aware Solution Aware 
If you have something in your teeth, you need floss. 
 
I have floss right here. 
 
It’s just $0.50 a pack, so you’ll save $1.00! 

If you have something in your teeth, then you need something to get it out. 
 
If you need to get it out, you might consider a toothpick. But if you’re 
considering a toothpick, you should also consider floss. 
 
Floss works like a toothpick—only it cleans more thoroughly, since it can 
reach even the tightest crevasses. You can get that truly clean feeling 
around your entire mouth without it going soggy, breaking, or jabbing you 
in the gums. Plus, it’s peppermint flavored… so fresh and clean! 
 
I have floss right here. And it’s just $0.50 a pack, so you’ll save $1.00! 

 

“Say as much as is needed. Then shut up and get out of the way” – Joel Klettke 


